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NAMED ONE OF THE 40 BEST BOOKS OF 2016 BY THE BRAND NEW YORK POSTA NY Times
Editor's Choice pick“Ruth Whippman is my new preferred cultural critic. What she discovered was
a paradox: despite the fact that Americans spend more time and money in search of pleasure
than any other country on the planet, research shows that the United States is one of the least
contented, most anxious countries in the created globe..a shrewd, hilarious analysis.The
omnipresence of these pleasure conversations (trading tips, humble-bragging successes,
offering unsolicited advice) wouldn’t allow her go, and so Ruth did some digging. Reading this
book is similar to touring America with a scary-smart friend who can't prevent elbowing you in
the ribs and stating, "Are you viewing what I'm viewing? Happy plenty of?" If you want to
comprehend why our lifestyle incites real dread and alienation in therefore most of us (frequently
without often recognizing it), browse this publication." ?Heather Havrilesky, article writer behind
"Consult Polly" for NY Magazine and nationally bestselling author of How to Be a Person in the
WorldAre you happy? At this time?! Stoked by a multi-billion dollar “happiness commercial
complicated” intent on selling the promise of bliss, America appeared to be traveling itself crazy
in search of contentment.After she packed up her Uk worldview (that a lot of things were
basically rubbish) and transferred to America, journalist and documentary filmmaker Ruth
Whippman found herself increasingly perplexed by the American obsession with one topic most
importantly others: happiness. Would you be happier in the event that you tried harder? The topic
came up everywhere: at the playground swings, at the meats counter in the supermarket, and
even?legs in stirrups?at the gynecologist.” ?Adam Grant, NY Times bestselling author of Give and
Take, Originals, and Choice B (coauthored with Sheryl Sandberg)"I don't believe I've enjoyed
cultural observations anywhere near this much since David Foster Wallace's A Supposedly Fun
Thing I'll Never Carry out Again.. As content as everyone else?So Ruth attempt to get to
underneath of this contradiction, embarking on an uproarious pilgrimage to research how this
national obsession infiltrates every area of life, from religious beliefs to parenting, the place of
work to academia. She attends a controversial self-help training course that claims total
transformation, where she learns all her complications are her own fault; appointments a
“happiness town” in the Nevada desert and explores why it offers one of the highest suicide rates
in America; delves in to the darker truths behind the influential educational “positive psychology
movement”; and ventures to Utah to invest period with the Mormons, officially America’s
happiest people.What she finds, ultimately, and presents in the us the Anxious, is a rigorously
researched yet universal answer, and one which comes absolutely free of charge.
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An excellent book with a preconceived outlook. I can relate to the writer since I also immigrated
to the country. What I liked concerning this book (beyond her humor, sarcasm and British wit) is
definitely her attention to detail and very well researched factors. She dissects the American
search for joy and concludes that all this search for pleasure is causing a lot of panic among the
seekers." on America's quest for pleasure and the related happiness industry that serves up the
idea that we can perform happiness, "once we learn the secrets of happiness. Similarly, when
considering mindfulness, she appears to believe that people who practice it are inward searching
and constantly “policing their thoughts” and ignores the more broadly understood interpretation
that mindfulness is about being aware of the proceedings now instead of being continuously
disturbed by thoughts into the future or the past. Joy vending is a multi-billion dollar business
and positive psychologists are there with their dodgy analysis to profit from the boom with TED
Talks and publication contracts. Additional positive psychologists, to protect their lucrative
territory, become cheerleaders for poorly conceived studies with limited scientific
validity.Whippman’s explanation of the Landmark Education materials is hilarious: “It reaches the
idea that whenever I start reading among the sentences within their course material, Personally i
think like I need to pack a lunch time and a drinking water bottle to get to the end.” Ironically,
though, her sentence that precedes this comment runs over five lines with 53 words! She walks
us through America’s seek out happiness through workaholism, religious beliefs, parenting, and
social media. So many happiness "professionals" continue to reference study without ever really
reading/reviewing/questioning the real original research or what it actually
concluded/stated.Excellent so far. If the book just handled the exploration of the way the quest
for joy is leading Americans to anxiety, I'd have trained with a five-star ranking.Averaging my five
(designed for the book’s insights) and one (to get the book’s lack of insights) stars, I give the
book a rating of three. It requires a much less critically examined alternative viewpoint to
happiness and, in doing this, it distorts the writer’s less favored tips. Neither does the publication
distinguish between your validity of an idea and the way it is practiced and promoted. I beg to
differ. The author includes a great sense of humor The author includes a great sense of humor,
and this is not dried out at all. This is exactly what the Stoics and Buddhists also trained. So do
the Holocaust survivor, Viktor Frankl. You may agree with this or not; Sarcastically Insightful I
must admit that it took around three chapters to get used to Ruth Whippman's usage of sarcasm
in the us THE ANXIOUS. But Whippman casually extrapolates it to imply that people who think in
this manner do so to avoid improving the human being condition and blame unhappy people
because of their misery. No Stoic or Buddhist I understand (or actually Tony Robbins or Dr. As a
matter of fact, she doesn’t review many studies at all. It is more most likely that they might act to
boost the human being condition than worry specifically about their pleasure.When considering
the potency of meditation, she gives a low excess weight to the hundreds of research that show
a positive effect because many studies may be suspect. That is perfectly valid. But then she
concludes meditation has no real effect just because a single meta-analysis said so as if meta-
analysis is usually a faultless and conclusive technique.) that pervades positive psychology and
the teachings of self-help gurus.. I don’t know. Whippman goes on to state that "Bullying people
into positivity doesn't look like a particularly very clear way to a happy society, and this hostile,
unforgiving replacement for a social back-up appears to have strayed quite a distance from any
reasonable definition of happiness. The purpose of mindfulness is to expand your awareness to
what is happening at this time, like the one who is talking to you right now, like the person who
needs your help today.That brings me to the second point.. While she doesn’t clarify, I suspect
it's the latter, combined with her ideological bias that these concepts are in some way “blaming



the victims” and “keeping people within their places.” It is one thing to disagree with the
effectiveness of meditation or mindfulness. It really is quite another to extrapolate it to indicate
avoiding sociable contacts and unwillingness to function toward social changes. While the
happiness sector gets an intensive critical evaluation, her favored ideas derive from studies that
receive minimal such examination.Although I have used meditation and mindfulness as
illustrations, there are other activities such as this in the publication that provide a less critically
examined ideological backdrop. Why do we continuously shove the rah rah willpower message
down people's throats, whenever we know we need others to greatly help us along. Phil or Viktor
Frankl) would state or mean this. Great Read I love this reserve by Ruth Whippman. Whippman
gives her best guess: pleasure is a mixture of DNA, situations, environment, tradition, fortune and
adversity. Nonetheless it doesn’t. Real journalism, real research, really fun read. Author Ruth
Whippman is similar to a skeptical financial auditor, but rather than reviewing financial
statements, she's good up to the task of "calling B.S. She paints an image of shallowness (and
greed?"The book is definitely insightful, funny, thought provoking, and will make readers squirm
as they look at their happiness pursuits through a brand new lens of realism.The author has
some serious talent for picking out inconsistencies within American culture and building us
laugh as she uses sharp, witty, and cringe-worthy observations about things most of us have
done or believed in our attempts to improve our happiness.By somehow providing an in depth
play by play critique of the pleasure industry, the author has reverse engineered meaningful
techniques that can greatly increase our level of happiness while building us laugh at the same
time through her witty sarcasm. I was astonished how much the business of happiness is
developed in the USA.Whippman is an excellent writer: her observations are sharp, her lines
laugh-out-loud funny, and her research extensive. It is an amusing, and occasionally depressing,
journey. Break Your Self-Help Addiction If you have browse one too many self-help books, browse
one too-many articles, watched one too many TED talks.Her observations about these exact
things may hold for people who live in the area where she lives;This book is for you
personally..It's one of those books that gets under your skin, nodding your mind in agreement
more than why we (America) are SO centered on the self and less focused on helping others.
When she really wants to set up that we will work longer hours, she does therefore by
reinterpreting the figures that indicate in any other case.The promise of happiness, a million
dollars, and chiseled abdominals is alluring for 12 payments of $97 (but wait...there's more! This
BOOK IS UNBELIEVABLE! Ruth can make you query why you are even attempting to pursue those
things in the first place.It's a self-help book about collective-help.It's a self-help book that may
trigger you to have significantly more compassion for yourself. What held me heading was that,
every once in a while, Whippman does come up with something solid. Great book Excellent book.
Actually for those who take medicine or have existence threatening illnesses, it gives them
techniques to cope. America the Anxious by Ruth Whippman is a well-written and witty book.I am
a enthusiast/believer/implementor of many happiness behaviors. I was also surprised how much
money people are ready to spend to pursue personal happiness rather spending their period with
their family. Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) does work I enjoyed this book and the
entire premise that you'll require other people to become happy (not just individual pursuits). A
lot of sound books can be . The chapter on corporate "fungineering" and the author's insights in
to the method the self-help motion has been stealthily used for many years to justify dismantling
the cultural back-up are particularly interesting.). ESSENTIAL READ. It's been awhile since I
couldn't put a publication down. There are several hospitals who run MBSR programs plus they
can be quite effective. It offers a genuine alternative to people who choose to stay from



antidepressants and anti-stress meds. it is your decision. After plowing through many analysis
papers, interviews and off-the-cuff perceptions, a lot more than three-fourths of just how into her
book she admits, when it comes to happiness (summing up a study paper) "nobody has a lot of a
clue" as to how to consistently attain it.So, for what I see mainly because a flawed knowledge of
some basic principles by viewing them via an ideological lens, I'd give this book an individual
celebrity.It's a self-help book that can help you break your addiction to self-help. Like pointing out
that right-wingers use the excuse that circumstances don't matter to openly cut social service
applications. "If circumstance is definitely of small consequence to happiness, why worry if
people are struggling?" It's at this time that the author's style seems to change from sarcasm to
authentic concern. It certainly does not describe anyone I understand who seriously methods
meditation or mindfulness. Three Stars ok two name a few- at the same time she brings into
focus the theory that pursuing happiness directly, as an end consequence of personal effort ...
As many have commented, the focus of the book is not ‘anxiety’ however the ‘pursuit of
happiness’ in American society. There can be some precious perspective from Whippman in this
issue of straight pursuing ‘personal happiness’ in this reserve. It should certainly give the reader
minutes to consider pause and consider how massive sell-help books, seminars and related
industrial ventures as inundated Anerican culture for quite some time and the related value of the
proliferation. I felt that clearly she in short order dismissed the value of an individual going after
meditation and mindfulness, two name a few- simultaneously she brings into concentrate the
theory that pursuing happiness directly, as an end result of personal effort is probable not the
key we have to unlock that door - believe her stage is normally valid one though I’m uncertain
many specific ‘unfavorable’ remarks concerning somebody's self-directed efforts to really
improve their pleasure level are as faulted as this author conveys. Well written and will provide
some precious info and good meals for believed on the happiness pursuit topic It is really a great
listen. It's a completely joyful trip through some more and more joyless slices of American life.. Is
Whippman discussing meditation and mindfulness as concepts or is she discussing just how
they are packaged and practiced? I purchased the audio version to listen in the car. It really is a
fun listen. A lot of audio books could be dull, but this one is actually engaging and quite funny.
After listening to the book it offered me a new perspective. You can be free of charge with who
you are and everything you have. It's a great management/leadership/HR book. Probably her
observations on a lot of things hold for those who live in the region where she lives, but I am
uncertain if they connect with the entire US. Her undertake American parenting is certainly spot-
on, and her approach is normally welcoming, warm, and very funny. fascinating and fun Reading
this book is like spending an afternoon together with your witty, acerbic, but ultimately large-
hearted friend, listening to her analyze flawlessly all sorts of things that have been generating
you crazy for a long time. I was amazed to see the summary @ meditation and mindfulness as
rubbish.For example, many self-help gurus train that you don’t have to depend on another person
to give you happiness. True reporting on how big businesses are influencing the way we think,
live and parents. Thank you for composing it. Written with an insight and sense of humor. Simply
because you learn to meditate or learn to do a better work being present for your friends and
family, it does not suggest that you are just pursuing individual pursuits. Anyway, I enjoyed the
entire book and premise. Nevertheless I really do believe these abilities are helpful, verified and
date back again centuries (not a new fad).
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